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C

anaryseed exports to
Mexico continue to be
problematic. Since Mexico
is our number one customer,
this is an important issue for all
canaryseed growers. That's the
reason for this newsletter in
advance of seeding. We want
everyone to have the best
information available before
they get into the field.
The Canadian Special Crops
Association has spent a great
deal of time on the issue working with the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency (CFIA) and
Mexican officials. They have
provided an update from their
perspective.
David Nobbs is the general
manager of Canpulse Foods
located in Kindersley. Mexico is
an important market for
Canpulse so David has been
involved with the Canadian
Special Crops Association and
the CFIA and he has also spent

Kevin Hursh,
Executive Director
and
Adele Buettner,
General Manager

time in Mexico to see first hand
what's going on. Our thanks to
David for supplying a report.
We've also asked market
analyst Greg Kostal to try to
make sense of it all. Of course,
that's easier said than done
when no one knows how much
canaryseed will be planted this
spring, how well it will yield or
what will ultimately happen with
the Mexican market.
The other element of the
newsletter is a report by Carol
Ann Patterson who is piloting
the new uses project for the
commission. The big submission
to Health Canada seeking
human food approval for
canaryseed should occur before
the end of the year.
Good luck with seeding and if
we can help you out with any
questions related to canaryseed, don't hesitate to call or
email.
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Update on Canaryseed Market
Access to Mexico
by Canadian Special Crops Association (CSCA)

I

n June 2010, Canadian
industry was informed that
Mexico, Canada's largest
market for canaryseed, had
introduced a "hold and test"
policy for Canadian canaryseed
shipments. This meant that any
shipments found to contain
quarantine weed seeds would be
rejected. The stated reason for
this action was, in the view of
Mexico, repeated and high levels
of quarantine weed seeds (particularly wild buckwheat) in
shipments of canaryseed from
Canada. As a result, some
shipments were held at the
border. CSCA immediately began
working with exporters and
Canadian government officials to
release shipments held at the
Mexican border and to negotiate
import requirements for
shipments moving forward.
Mexico is strictly applying a zero
tolerance policy for weed seeds
on their quarantine list contained
in Canadian canaryseed
shipments. Certain weed seeds
that are present in Canada
(including wild buckwheat)
appear on Mexico's quarantine
weed seed list. The Canadian
industry was already cleaning to
a very stringent industry
standard (less than 1% foreign
material and in many cases less
than 0.5%) and has placed even
more attention on cleaning for
weed seeds. However, the
complete elimination of weed
seeds from field crop shipments
is not possible.
During the September to
December period, industry

worked closely with Canadian
Food Inspection Agency (CFIA)
and the Mexican government
toward finding a permanent
solution that would recognize
Mexico's plant protection
concerns, but would also
recognize that complete elimination of weed seeds is not
possible. CSCA and CFIA met
with Mexican government officials
in Mexico City in September and
in Canada in October at which
point Mexico seemed to acknowledge that Canada cannot
completely eliminate weed seeds
from shipments. However, in late
December, Mexico's response to
Canada's proposal made it clear
that a permanent solution would
not be achieved in the short
term. At that point, Canada
requested the re-introduction of
a transition period in order for
shipping to resume.
In early January 2011, Canada
received Mexico's formal approval
of a transition period - until June
21, 2011 - which allowed shipments to resume. Under the
transition period, CFIA undertakes weed seed analysis in
Canada and only issues
phytosanitary certificates for
samples that contain very low
levels of weeds seeds. All shipments are sampled upon arrival
in Mexico and if quarantine weed
seeds found, importers have the
option to move product into
Mexico for re-cleaning.

Continued on Page 3
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Update on Canaryseed Market Access to Mexico Continued from Page 2
Industry is disappointed in the lack of progress
between regulatory agencies to find practical, cost
effective, appropriate risk management processes over
the last number of months. Import requirements in
importing countries need to be science and risk based
and ensure that they are minimally distorting to trade.
The industry is cleaning to very low levels of weeds
seeds for shipments to Mexico, but cannot clean to
zero.
Recent interaction between CFIA and Mexican officials
suggests that Mexico continues to expect Canada to be
able to deliver canaryseed shipments that are free
from quarantine weed seeds despite numerous
discussions with CSCA and CFIA indicating that zero is
not possible. One major point of uncertainty is what
Mexico's import policy will be when the transition
period expires on June 21. CSCA will continue to work
with exporters, CFIA and Mexican officials if possible to
ensure Canada's largest market for canaryseed
remains open.

Mexican Trade Issue
by David Knobbs, Canpulse Foods

P

roduct started to flow into
Mexico mid-January with
CFIA (Canadian Food
Inspection Agency) saying phytosanitary certificates would be
issued only if CFIA found less then
100 quarantine weed seeds per
kilogram. This was changed to 50
weed seeds per kg in early March.
Weed seeds of current concern are
wild buckwheat, stinkweed and
mustard. Cleavers may be added
to the list but CFIA has not had
official notice at this time.
One hundred weed seeds per kg is
an attainable standard, but differences in samples between
processing plants and CFIA in
Saskatoon can be a problem.
Product already on its way to
Mexico can, at times, be found to
have levels that are too high for a
phyto certiticate to be issued. This
creates distressed cargo that must
be sold into another market.
I was in Mexico from about March
9 to 21. We attended several key
customer operations and noted

several things. Re-cleaning is
occurring and Seneseca (the
Mexican regulatory agency) is
very serious about levels being at
zero. They are testing at the
border and then after the
re-cleaning has occurred before
they release the product to
commerce. Grinding and burning
of screenings is being
documented as part of the
process.
Because the re-cleaning is occurring as a second pass, it is easier
to obtain close to zero of the
quarantine weed seeds. Cleaning
rates can be as low as 50 bu/hr
which is approx 1/6 the rate of
cleaning in Canada. Available
Mexican labour makes this more
feasible.
Additional losses of approximately
two per cent are being incurred
due to the re-cleaning. If the
sample is not clean enough,
Seneseca will force a third cleaning. Seneseca wants us (Canada)
to clean to zero as they feel the

Mexicans are able to do. They
repeat over and over, "why can
you not do it if we can?" There is
still some communication breakdown in this process.
I initially thought CFIA was incorrect in moving weed seed levels
down to 50 per kg. Now I realize
that Mexico simply wants this file
to be closed and CFIA is trying to
show Seneseca that we can do
better.
I personally believe that if the
current requirements are
continued, it will slow the flow of
canaryseed exports to Mexico to a
crawl. This will impact the demand
that Canadian growers see.
We probably need some
intervention at the political level
to make further progress on this
issue. Without Mexico we do not
have a very liquid canaryseed
market and this is a big deal for
growers.
Continued on Page 5
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The Market Outlook for Canaryseed
by Greg Kostal, Kostal Ag Consulting

As the 2011 North American growing season begins, it's tough to confidently predict price outcome. A generic annual canaryseed Canada supply requirement is about 200,000t. In light of
buoyant competing crop prices, is a 25 cts/lb price indication suffice to get necessary acreage?
Given wetness concern, will all of Saskatchewan's intended canaryseed land be planted? How
much will be late or timely? What will yields be?

Pounds per acre

000 acres

That said, decisions need to be made. Statistically, 400,000 acres and ½ tonne-an-acre yield
would satisfy the math of netting
200,000t of production. That's a
Canadian Canary Seeded Area
realistic outcome and starting-point
expectation. Planting weather in
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from August-February shows 84,000t
of exports meaning about 31,000t
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July). Statistically, that would threaten supply running out. In a normal
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1) If supply is that tight, why is it
easy to anecdotally hear or know of
bin-full's of canary around? In other
supply tight years, should be down
to truck-loads by now. This creates
suspicion that Statistics Canada may
be understating available supply, just
like it has done with lentils in recent
years.
Continued on Page Five
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The Canaryseed News
Market Outlook for Canaryseed, continued

Cash CanarySeed Saskatchewan

Cents per pound

2) Mexican imports are not fluid and not
reaching potential. Some trade is occurring but with it comes extra cost,
specifically cleaning or risk of default.
Furthermore, there's no guarantee that
the temporary export protocol will be
extended past June. Like China canola
blackleg situation, government's can be
stubborn. Traditionally representing
about 25% of Canadian canaryseed
exports, Mexican importance cannot be
understated. From a longer term perspective, existing disruptions are a risk
to change consumptive habits of
Mexican canaryseed consumers, where
sensitivity to substitution rises.
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Saskatchewan Government
With Mexican buying being irregular, it
gives other importers the ability to be
more patient. As a market drifts, it buys time to bridge situation closer to accessing 2011
crop. This likely prevents canary from establishing "the high" that would be traditionally
expected with a similar supply-demand in past decade. Also remember that importers have
learnt from the past, and have recalibrated buying behavior to defer paying high prices. In
part, that's why recent spike-highs in canary have been lower than blows-off in past.

Above offers demand-reason to be careful if expecting a 35 cts/lb price. Prairie weather adversity is likely the required reason for price optimism, but a 200,000t crop outcome combined
with lack of Mexican resolution would likely jeopardize ability of canaryseed to hold 20 cts/lb
later in 2011.

Mexican Trade Issue continued from Page 3
Some substitution with other birdseeds is taking place
in Mexico, but I do not think it is really damaging long
term demand at this point. However, many Mexican
buyers feel that the border will fully close in the latter
part of June since we haven't been able to meet the
regulatory requirements.
The whole issue seems to have been caused by finding noxious weeds in a seed row of a small canaryseed plot. This info was apparently published which
forces Seneseca's hand and requires them to show
they are looking after the issue. That is why they are
not chasing other crops which likely have just as
many quarantine weed seeds.
If they can show that Canada has reached zero weed
seeds, they can turn their attention elsewhere. Until

that time, the file is open. This is why we can likely
continue to expect them to stand firm at zero (which
is law) and can also expect that they want the recleaning to come to an end.
There doesn't seem to be any easy solution. We need
to do a better job at the farm level of controlling these
weeds in canaryseed crops. We need to do a better
job of cleaning in Canada and we need to adopt more
IP systems. Other than that, maybe we need to consider political pressure and possibly an appeal of the
process. However, I think CFIA's hands are tied.
David Nobbs is general manager of Canpulse Foods
located at Kindersley. Mexico is a major customer for
canaryseed marketed by Canpulse and David Nobbs
has been following the trade issue closely. He recently
spent time in Mexico and toured a number of canaryseed cleaning facilities.
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New Uses Project Update
by Dr. Carol Ann Patterson

T

here is light at the end of
the tunnel!

For the past three years, the
Commission has been building
the package of information
required to fulfil the novel
food requirements of Health
Canada and the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency
(CFIA). From basic chemical
analyses of the protein, carbohydrate and oil composition of
glabrous canaryseed to indepth testing for potential
allergens and toxic alkaloids,
only a few more tasks remain.
Sub-chronic toxicity testing to
determine safety of consumption has just been completed
and the CDCS expects the
final report by June. Poultry
trials will begin shortly as
approval as a novel livestock
feed will be applied for in concert with human novel food.
Discussions are also underway
with the Pest Management
Regulatory Agency to confirm
that currently registered
pesticides can continue to be
used on canaryseed when it is
approved as a food grain.
One of the many steps in the
novel food process is presubmission consultation

meetings with the novel food
and novel feed directorates of
Health Canada and CFIA. The
CDCS initially met with these
agencies in November 2007 to
determine just what information would be needed to
comply with the novel food
regulations. The design for
this current novel food project
resulted from that meeting.
Roll forward a few years to
March 2011 and the CDCS
once again met with the
regulatory authorities, this
time providing a more
comprehensive overview of
the importance of canaryseed
production to Saskatchewan
(and Canada) and the marketing opportunities for glabrous
canaryseed as a human food.
The main part of the meeting
was spent discussing the
safety assessment data-the
similarities and differences in
nutritional composition of
canaryseed compared to other
food grains such as wheat,
barley and oats; the absence
of toxic substances such as
alkaloids and heavy metals;
how much canaryseed the
Canadian population could
potentially consume; and of

course, the interest by the
food industry for food products made from canaryseed
groats and whole
grain flour.
Over the next few months,
now that the bulk of the
research is concluded, the
CDCS will be preparing the
safety assessment dossier.
The plan is to submit the
dossier to Health Canada and
CFIA by the end of 2011.
Hopefully we will gain regulatory approval in 2012 and
begin to see "alpiste" products
in the market place shortly
after!
The Novel Food project is funded by
the CDCS checkoff program and the
financial support of the Agriculture
Council of Saskatchewan through the
Advancing Canadian Agriculture and
Agri-Food Saskatchewan (ACAAFS)
program. Funding for the ACAAFS
program is provided by Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada.
Dr. Carol Ann Patterson of The
Pathfinders Research and
Management Ltd. is piloting the
novel food project for the CDCS.
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Canaryseed Registered Buyers
Agra Canex Ltd.
PO Box 669
Eston SK S0L 1A0
T: 866-962-4990
F: 306-962-4994

FNA Foods
318- 111 Research Drive
Saskatoon SK S7K 3R2
T: 306-665-5046
F: 306-651-0444

Agricom International Inc.
213-828 Harbourside Dr.
North Vancouver BC
V7P 3R9
T: 604-983-6922
F: 604-983-6923

Fill-More Seeds Inc.
PO Box 70
Fillmore SK S0G 1N0
T: 306-722-3353
F: 306-722-3328

All Commodities (AC)
Trading Ltd.
1600 Two Mile Road
Winnipeg MB R2N 4K1
T: 204-339-8001
F: 204-339-8002
Alliance Pulse Processors
Inc.
PO Box 30029
Regina SK S4N 7K9
T: 306-244-5645
F: 306-244-5643
Bornhorst Seeds Ltd.
PO Box 71
St. Gregor SK S0K 3X0
T: 306-366-2158
F: 306-366-2220
BroadGrain Commodities
Inc.
133 Richmond Street
West, Suite 408
Toronto, ON M5N 2L3
T: 877-504-0070
F: 416-504-0080
Clancy Seeds Ltd.
PO Box 637
153 1st Street SE
Carrot River SK S0E 0L0
T: 306-768-3566
F: 306-768-3599
Commodious Trading Inc.
1205 Maple Road
North Saanich BC V8L 5P7
T: 250-652-7807
F: 778-426-1807
Export Packers Co. Ltd.
107 Walker Drive
Brampton,ON L6T 5K5
T: 905-792-9700 x4210
F: 905-792-1274

Globeways Canada Inc.
120 Traders Boulevard,
Suite 118
Mississauga, ON L4Z 2H7
T: 800-979-0212
F: 647-439-1335
GrainEx International Ltd.
PO Box 7
Sedley, SK S0G 4K0
T: 306-885-2288
F: 306-885-2039
Horizon Agro Inc.
RR 1, Box 59
Morris MB R0G 1K0
T: 204-746-2026
F: 204-746-2343
JK Milling Canada Ltd.
540 - 355 Burrard Street
Vancouver BC V6C 2G6
T: 306-586-6111
F: 306-586-6122
Keyser Farms Ltd.
PO Box 339
Cupar SK S0G 0Y0
T: 306-723-4949
F: 306-723-4656
Keystone Grain Ltd.
PO Box 1236
Winkler MB R6W 4B3
T: 204-325-9555
F: 204-325-2240
Lakeside Global Grains
Inc.
PO Box 430
Wynyard SK S0A 4T0
T: 306-554-3030
F: 306-554-3010
Mavigna N.A. Inc.
209 - 845 Broad Street
Regina SK S4R 8G9
T: 306-721-8900
F: 306-721-8988

Naber Specialty Grains
Ltd.
PO Box 1390
Melfort SK S0E 1A0
T: 306-752-4115
F: 306-752-2909
North West Terminal Ltd.
PO Box 1090
Unity, SK S0K 4L0
T: 306-228-3735
F: 306-228-3877
Parkland Pulse Grain Co.
PO Box 848
North Battleford SK
S9A 2Z3
T: 306-445-4199
F: 306-445-1650
Parrish & Heimbecker,
Limited
480, 220 - 4th Street S
Lethbridge AB T1J 4J7
T: 403-320-9440
F: 403-328-8561
Paterson Grain
22nd Floor, 333 Main
Street
Winnipeg MB R3C 4E2
T: 204-956-2090
Prairie Pulse Inc.
PO Box 399
Vanscoy SK S0L 3J0
T: 306-249-9236
F: 306-249-9245
Prime Seeds International
Inc.
201 - 50 Lonsdale Avenue
North Vancouver BC
V7M 2E6
T: 604-990-2500
F: 604-990-2520
Provalcid inc.
4572 Marie-Victorin
Varennes QC J3X 1P7
T: 877-652-3916
F: 450-652-7959
Roy Legumex Inc.
PO Box 40
St. Jean Baptiste MB
R0G 2B0
T: 204-758-3597
F: 204-758-3260

S.S. Johnson Seeds Ltd.
PO Box 3000
Arborg MB R0C 0A0
T: 204-376-5228
F: 204-376-2201
Simpson Seeds Inc.
PO Box 1136
Moose Jaw SK S6H 4P8
T: 306-693-2132
F: 306-693-4489
Ventures West Processors
Ltd. (dba Canpulse Foods)
PO Box 280
Kinderley SK S0L 1S0
T: 306-463-4444
F: 306-463-4494
Vigro Seed & Supply, a
Division of W.I.T.
PO Box 97
Sedley SK S0G 4K0
T: 306-885-2144
F: 306-885-2249
Viterra Inc.
2625 Victoria Avenue
Regina SK S4T 7T9
T: 306-569-4026
F: 306-569-4424
Walker Seeds Ltd.
PO Box 2890
Tisdale SK S0E 1T0
T: 306-873-3777
F: 306-873-5997
Western Grain Trade Ltd.
9 - 2155 Airport Drive
Saskatoon SK S7L 6M5
T: 306-657-3455
F: 306-657-3450
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THE CANARYSEED DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION MISSION:
To coordinate research and market use expansion for the advancement of
the canaryseed industry for the benefit of growers and other stakeholders.
The Canaryseed Development Commission of Saskatchewan
was established in 2006 under the Agri-Food Act, 2004

CANARYSEED DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION OF SASKATCHEWAN (CDCS)
& THE CANARYSEED ASSOCIATION OF CANADA (CAC)
Office Hours
Monday to Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
CDCS Office:
502 45 Street West, 2nd Floor
Saskatoon, SK S7L 6H2

Kevin Hursh, Executive Director
Hursh Consulting & Communications
Tel: 306.933.0138
kevin@hursh.ca
Adele Buettner, General Manager
AgriBiz Communications Corp.
P: 306.975.6624
F: 306.244.4497

Return undeliverable Canadian addresses to the above address.
Canadian Publications Agreement Number 41379547.

